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With the improvement of computer technology and the application 
level of medical information, the construction of “Medical + 
Internet” mode provides a feasible solution for follow-up diagnosis 
and treatment of certain diseases in remote areas [6]. On this basis, 
telemedicine has been widely used in medical care that is good news 
for patients living in remote communities and areas, which not only 
can provide patients with relevant information and services [7], 
but also can support patients living in remote areas and help them 
in maintaining independent status while inculcating a greater 
degree of confidence that well-trained professionals are closely 
monitoring the therapy and are readily available for assistance, with 
a clinical benefit [8,9].

At present, various remote systems have been developed to assist 
in peritoneal dialysis. Caogen Hong managed peritoneal dialysis in 
remote areas with the information management system. Moreover, 
he established a peritoneal dialysis remote management system, 
including medical client and medical and patient applications, which 
replaced the telephone center manual recording and the old follow-up 
management mode through telephone [10]. Gallar P, et al., conducted 
a medical conversation session through a video conferencing 
device installed in each patient’s home [11]. Cai Y, et al., controlled 
and provided real-time guidance through remote monitoring and 
management, thus reducing the chance of contact infection in patients 
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Abstract
Peritoneal dialysis has been widely studied and applied for kidney disease because of its low cost and easy operation. Given the development 
of chronic kidney disease worldwide, peritoneal dialysis has attracted more and more attention. At the same time, with the development and 
popularization of mobile network technology, mobile telematics has begun to become a mainstream trend. By integrating the experience of 
clinicians, the remote diagnosis and treatment system of the peritoneal dialysis developed by Shenzhen Traditional Chinese Medicine Hospital can 
monitor the entire peritoneal dialysis data of patients. The peritoneal dialysis data were analyzed by statistical methods. In this paper, we designed a 
data acquisition device with Bluetooth transmission protocol and a user APP to collect peritoneal dialysis data from experimental patients, and built 
a regression model based on the least square principle according to the clinical data of real patients. Through the model, abnormal or discrete points 
can be identified in real time. In clinical practice, by analyzing the possible medical risks and adverse events of patients according to the abnormal 
points, we realize the function of prediction and early reminding. The system indicates the results to patients according to the confidence interval of 
regression prediction, which greatly strengthens the interaction of the system and improves patient compliance.
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Introduction
The prevalence of long-term dialysis is increasing worldwide [1]. 

In recent years, a concept of renal rehabilitation has been widely 
known among nephrology specialists, dialysis specialists, kidney 
transplantation specialists, rehabilitation specialists, nutrition 
specialists, guideline specialists, nurses, physiotherapists, and 
representatives of patients [2]. A large proportion of patients with 
renal failure are treated by continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis 
(CAPD), and its role in renal replacement programs has been more 
clearly defined now, with steadily improved technique and survival in 
patients [3]. Peritoneal dialysis has been highly valued by the medical 
industry, which has also been actively promoted by the government 
as treatment programs. The exciting mushrooming of scientific 
knowledge on various aspects of peritoneal dialysis has led to a better 
understanding of the technique [4].

Peritoneal dialysis is one of the most crucial methods for renal 
replacement therapy, typically at home, with largely restricted 
efficacy by patients’ normative and follow-up regularity. Poor patient 
compliance to the therapy leads to worsening conditions, often 
increasing healthcare costs [5]. However, because of the lack of follow-
up data, there are some defects in the current peritoneal dialysis 
follow-up model, which makes it difficult to correct the patients’ non-
standard operation in time.
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undergoing peritoneal dialysis. Thus, patients in remote areas can be 
given better care through the video surveillance technology for the 
management of peritoneal dialysis patients in remote areas combined 
with the knowledge of nursing for the management of peritoneal 
dialysis [12]. Nayak KS, et al., developed an application for tablet 
computers as an interactive user guide to support patients, making 
peritoneal dialysis more accessible. Moreover, they taught patients with 
tablet computers, showing complete training, and providing feedback 
on the operation to patients. The Columbian Remote Automated 
Peritoneal Dialysis System, used by Alfonso Bunch, provides two-way 
communication between patients and clinical teams by introducing 
the remote patient monitoring (RPM), which significantly improves 
patient compliance and treatment effects on patients by evaluating its 
increasing use [13,14].

Although the past remote peritoneal systems improved the 
interaction between doctors and patients and enhanced the 
efficacy through various methods, they were just tools for remote 
conversations, which rarely mentioned how to improve their quality 
with the data of remote diagnosis and treatment. Despite their effective 
online communication and interaction, they do not ensure long-term 
stability. The human interaction monitoring model requires active and 
patient service of medical personnel, but long-term observations can 
cause fatigue, and some minor differences in peritoneal dialysis are 
difficult to find sometimes. To improve the follow-up effect on patients 
with CAPD at home, to reduce the risk of complications from irregular 
follow-up, and to improve clinical efficacy and quality of medical 
services effectively, a telediagnosis and treatment system for peritoneal 
dialysis was developed by the medical personnel from the Nephrology 
Department of Shenzhen Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine 
in conjunction with Information Technology Engineer team. The 
system includes two parts: backstage management of computer and 
mobile application. By integrating the Internet of things technology, 
the data of monitoring indicators, such as daily dialysis ultrafiltration 
volume and body weight change of home CAPD, can be collected. 
The abnormality of peritoneal dialysis can be monitored in one aspect 
by determining the historical peritoneal data of patients through the 
least-squares method.

Methods
Introduction to data acquisition and operation of peritoneal 
dialysis remote system

In our hospital, the data from remote diagnosis and treatment system 
of peritoneal dialysis were provided to medical personnel on a timely 
basis by combining the Internet of things and peritoneal treatment. 
Medical personnel supervised the entire treatment process and solved 
the shortcomings of current CAPD treatment. The peritoneal dialysate 
was obtained after weighing with a Bluetooth device during the 
dialysis. Then, the data of peritoneal dialysate (weight, dialysis time, 

type, and identity of patients undergoing dialysis) were transmitted to 
the real-time background system for peritoneal dialysis through the 
mobile network. In addition, medical personnel managed patients’ 
information from several aspects, including patient file management, 
information management of peritoneal dialysis treatment, peritoneal 
dialysis management, and follow-up management.

Patients and data
The Medical Ethics Committee of Shenzhen Hospital of Traditional 

Chinese Medicine approved the study, approval number: B2019043. 
A total of 36 patients aged 20-68 years old undergoing peritoneal 
dialysis in the Nephrology Department of our hospital from January 
2017 to June 2019 were enrolled in this study, including 15 males 
and 21 females. All the patients were treated with Baxter peritoneal 
dialysate. Peritoneal dialysis data selected in this study were from 
patients receiving peritoneal dialysate with calcium concentration of 
1.5%. The following data were obtained from the peritoneal dialysis 
system: duration of peritoneal dialysis (t), inflow weight (in-weight), 
and effluent weight (off-weight). The filtration rate per minute 𝑣𝑡 was 
calculated according to the available data. The duration of peritoneal 
dialysis (t) was equal to the time point of peritoneal dialysate minus 
the time point of infusion (unit: minute). Considering the patient 
compliance and regularity of peritoneal dialysis operation, peritoneal 
dialysis within 180 ~ 600min of operation time was considered effective, 
and that without meeting this time range was considered invalid. The 
quality control standard range of Baxter peritoneal dialysate was 2.2 ± 
0.08 kg. When the fluid inflow weight uploaded by patients was out of 
this range, the operation was considered to be incorrect, which did not 
conform to the specifications, which were excluded from this study. 
The filtration rate per minute was equal to the fluid output divided 
by the peritoneal time. The patients’ original data were obtained 
from the tele diagnosis and treatment system of peritoneal dialysis in 
Shenzhen Chinese Medicine Hospital. After processing, 20,608 valid 
data meeting the standards are shown in table 1 as below.

The data of abdominal communication were collected in the system 
database through transformed Internet of things electronic scale 
equipment with Bluetooth transmission protocol as the carrier. All 
the patients were informed of the experiment and signed an informed 
consent, they were also free to evacuate at any time, which would 
not affect conventional treatment. The patients’ identity data of the 
diagnosis and treatment were uploaded into the system by the nursing 
staff and maintained regularly, which was free for patients to choose.

Least square regression for peritoneal dialysis data
The effluent weight, filtration rate per minute, and duration of 

peritoneal dialysis were calculated for patients with CAPD according 
to the data uploaded in the peritoneal system. As the value of filtration 
rate per minute was extremely small, the filtration rate was increased by 
a factor of 1000 in order to observe the relationship between the data. 

Range Minimum value Maximum value Average value Standard deviation Variance

Statistics Statistics Statistics Statistics Standard error Statistics Statistics

Filtration rate per
minute (kg/min) 1.83 0.96 2.78 1.8508 0.00216 0.30999 0.096

Duration of peritoneal 
dialysis (min) 420 180 600 367.96 0.748 107.374 11529.210

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of filtration rate and peritoneal time per minute.
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A scatter plot was drawn by placing the duration of peritoneal dialysis 
(unit: minute) on x-axis and the filtration rate per minute (expanded 
1000 times) on y-axis. Data of a patient were randomly selected with 
a linear regression function. The regression of νt and t was obtained 
with the least square method, wherein νt denotes the filtration rate per 
minute (multiplied by 1000 times) and t the peritoneal time:

 = −0.017t + 13.107 R² = 0.9014 (Formula 1)

The relationship between νt and t was well displayed in the 
aforementioned formula. As noted, R² = 0.9 has a high overall fitness, 
and the graph is shown below in figure 1.

According to figure 1, the filtration rate per minute was associated 
with time. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated by SPSS 
software. The results of 20,608 valid data are shown in table 2 as below.

The filtration rate per minute decreased with the increase of time. 
However, with the increase of time, the decline rate was slow, and 
the curve was approximately a power function. Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient of filtration rate per minute and time was -0.939, as shown 
in table 2, with a statistically significant strong negative correlation 
between them.

There was also a significant difference between fitted curve and 
actual value in the partial interval range. However, the model could 
not depict the changing trend between νt and t. The linear regression 
function model can be improved further. Considering that the actual 
curve is in the shape of a power function, it is assumed as follows:

where, a and b are unknown parameters, t is the duration of peritoneal 
dialysis, and νt is the filtration rate per minute, where, t indicates the 
peritoneal time. After performing logarithm transformation on both 
sides of the formula, we can obtain as below:

 
let , , ; thus, a linear relationship 

between  and  can be obtained as below:

 (Formula 2)

Considering the selected data as an example in the same manner, 
after νt and t are logarithmized, the scatter plot of the obtained data is 
shown as below in figure 2.

Data quality control methods
As the least square method used in the regression analysis, interval 

estimation was performed for predicting the results. The confidence 
interval range of regression was calculated by setting the confidence 
interval. When the patient’s final uploaded data were out of the 
confidence interval, the patient and medical personnel were reminded 
through the peritoneal system that the data might exceed or fall below 
the normal data range. The statistical methods used are as follows:

Let the regression equation calculated according to the least-squares 
method as follows:

where,  is the predicted value of dependent variable Y, X is 
the independent variable, and k and b are estimated values of the 
regression. An estimate of the model was obtained with the linear 
regression equation of the sample, with a certain error between 
predicted and actual values. Therefore, providing a confidence interval 
for the prediction at a certain neutral level can make our predictions 
better targeted.

 (Formula 3)

where,  represents the independent variable to be predicted, 
 corresponds to the predicted value  calculated by the regression 

equation, and  represents the total variance and which can be 
replaced by the sample variance:

=( ) =  T is the number 
of samples. According to equation 1, the t statistic can be constructed 
to obtain a prediction interval with a confidence level of 1-α:

 ,  (Formula 4)

The statistic  n the above formula can be obtained according to the 

look-up statistical table. And all the other variables can be calculated. 

Therefore, a certain deviation range can be set with the above formula 

 

Figure 1: Scatter plot of filtration rate per minute and duration of peritoneal dialysis (the data came from a randomly selected patient).
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and the expected confidence. When the actual dialysate output data 
of peritoneal dialysis exceeds the predicted interval, the relevant 
personnel will be reminded to check for leakage of peritoneal flow. In 
fact, only formula 4 can predict reasonable intervals. Statisticians have 
shown that the formula is reliable, with all the variables calculated, 
which needs to be applied in the diagnosis of peritoneal dialysis.

Results
Regression results

A logarithmic transformation was applied to peritoneal time and 
filtration rate. Linear regression was performed on the entire data with 
SPSS software version 24.0, with the results evaluated, as shown in 
table 3 and table 4 below:

The regression function is expressed as follows:

 R²= 0.953 (Formula 5)

where, R² is equal to 0.95, and the overall fitness of the equation is 
extremely high. As only one variable was observed in this regression 
model, the coefficient of regression equation was not zero according to 
F value obtained from table 3. According to the t-statistic of coefficient 
table, constant term and independent coefficient value were not zero. 
The change of independent variables had an effect on dependent 
variables. Therefore, a linear regression function appeared.

According to the results, the duration of peritoneal dialysis was a 
crucial explanatory variable of the filtration rate per minute, and the 
logarithm of filtration rate per minute and duration of peritoneal 
dialysis was linear. That is, when other conditions remain unchanged, 

the logarithm of duration of peritoneal dialysis increased by one unit, 
and that of filtration rate per minute decreased by 1.085 units. For the 
applicability of formula 5, formula 6 is available as below:

 (Formula 6)

Formula 6 shows a power function relationship where duration of 
peritoneal dialysis was an independent variable, and filtration rate per 
minute was a dependent variable. Let be the volume of effluent at 
the duration of peritoneal dialysis t, thus:

 (Formula 7)

Formula 6 can be substituted into formula 8, as below:

 (Formula 8)

Quality control results
In this study, the logarithm of filtration rate per minute of 

peritoneal dialysate and peritoneal time was regressed with the 
least-squares regression method. However, this study emphasized 
the clinical practical value of reviewing the results of equations. 
Furthermore, the weight of peritoneal dialysate can be predicted on 
the basis of historical data in the future, which is not widely used in 
the actual treatment. However, comparing the difference between 
the predicted value and the actual value could help us to know 
whether the real-time operation of home-based peritoneal dialysis 
was standard, which had more realistic significance for remote 
diagnosis and treatment. The time-to-time calibration of abdominal 
effusion volume errors with statistical methods can be achieved, as 
shown in figure 3.

Filtration rate per minute Duration of peritoneal dialysis

Filtration rate per minute
Pearson’s correlation 1 -.939**

Significant (two-tailed) - 0.000

Duration of peritoneal 
dialysis

Pearson’s correlation -.939** 1

Significant (two-tailed) 0.000 -

Table 2: Correlation between filtration rate per minute and duration of peritoneal dialysis.

**At 0.01 level (double tails), the correlation was significant.

 
Figure 2: Scatter plot of logarithmic transformation of filtration rate per minute and duration of peritoneal dialysis (the data came from the 
selected patient in figure 1).
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Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 1886.886 1 1886.886 416882.771 0.000b

Residual 93.266 20606 0.005

Total 1980.152 20607

Table 3: Analysis of variance.

a. Dependent Variable: Filtration rate per minute (lnVt).
b. Predictors: (Constant), duration of peritoneal dialysis (lnt).

Model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients

t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

Constant 8.218 0.010 - 832.396 0.000

Duration of peritoneal dialysis (lnt) -1.085 0.002 -.976 -645.665 0.000

Table 4: Regression coefficients and t statistics.

Figure 3 is a scatter plot of logarithm of filtration rate per minute (v) 
and logarithm (t) of duration of peritoneal dialysis from a patient in our 
hospital. The confidence level was 95%. During the peritoneal dialysis, 
the prediction interval was calculated according to the regression 
equation from the previous data. When the final data uploaded by the 
patient are greater than the maximum value of prediction interval, 
the change point is marked as orange-red. When the actual point is 
less than the minimum value of prediction interval, it is marked as 
green, and the other normal points are marked as yellow. Figure 3 
shows that the patient had three low and none high filtration rates of 
peritoneal dialysis. This model can be used in the peritoneal dialysis 
system for providing immediate reminders. Patients can easily review 
the previous operation steps, and medical personnel can reduce some 
pressure and concentrate more on other aspects.

Analytical Results and Discussion
The peritoneal dialysis system sets a certain error range in the 

background. By comparing the calculated value of peritoneal dialysis 

and the actual uploaded data, any problem in the diagnosis and 
treatment of patients can be detected if the output volume exceeds the 
error range, which can also provide a possible basis for the establishment 
of prevention and control points of corresponding clinical events. At 
the same time, suggestions for improvement of patients’ treatment 
plan were recommended according to specific situations, and the 
effective online and offline interactive follow-up mechanism and the 
complication risk prevention and control model were established to 
alleviate patients’ pain pressure and improve treatment effects.

If the value exceeds the confidence interval, there will be problems 
in the peritoneal dialysis. The main cause can be found in time 
according to specific situations. However, there is no guarantee that no 
problem exists with the peritoneal dialysis for the points meeting the 
confidence interval. Further exploration is still needed in the future. 
In addition, according to the treatment plan of peritoneal dialysis 
patients, their clinical treatment was mainly conducted with 1.5% 
Baxter peritoneal dialysate. Therefore, the experimental data used in 

 
Figure 3: Evaluation of outlier markers; Dots marked in orange are abnormal points (the data come from a randomly selected patient).
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this paper were also based on 1.5% Baxter peritoneal dialysate. For 
other scenarios, we need conduct further research in the future.

Conclusions
In summary, the development of peritoneal dialysis system has 

promoted the standardized collection of peritoneal data and provided 
an efficient method for large-scale data census and analysis. However, 
in the past, remote diagnosis and treatment systems were typically for 
recording data and providing remote real-time video, audio, image 
carriers, etc. Few systems achieved the functions of automatic decision-
making machine with data calculation. By analyzing and processing 
peritoneal dialysis data, medical personnel could reduce medical risks 
caused by complications, improve work efficiency, as well as treatment 
effect, and patients could also benefit a lot from it. The use of regression 
equations for interval estimation of peritoneal dialysate volume had a 
significant clinical significance. In order to study the peritoneal dialysis 
data, the accuracy of peritoneal data prediction has been improved and 
the application of peritoneal data has been broadened by continuous 
optimization and improvement of the model. The development and 
application of peritoneal dialysis system aim to improve peritoneal 
medical services, identify the real-time transmission of treatment data, 
promote communication between doctors and patients, and improve 
the mode of follow-up, so as to improve the curative effect. Moreover, 
with its development, the integrity and reliability of peritoneal data 
are guaranteed, greatly reducing the risk of data loss and omission and 
providing strong support for diagnosis and treatment. In this study, the 
regression function between the filtration rate per minute of peritoneal 
dialysate and duration of peritoneal dialysis can provide a certain basis 
for medical personnel to judge the effect of peritoneal dialysis. Our 
goal is to help in spreading awareness about the automatic diagnosis 
and treatment, relying on data from the telemedicine system. Although 
there are still some shortcomings and limitations in its use, we hope to 
promote the intelligent management of data, rather than just consider 
the remote system as a tool without thinking.
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